Motivation: High-throughput next-generation sequencing technology provides a great opportunity for analyzing metatranscriptomic data. However, the reads produced by these technologies are short and an assembling step is required to combine the short reads into longer contigs. As there are many repeat patterns in mRNAs from different genomes and the abundance ratio of mRNAs in a sample varies a lot, existing assemblers for genomic data, transcriptomic data and metagenomic data do not work on metatranscriptomic data and produce chimeric contigs, i.e. incorrect contigs formed by merging multiple mRNA sequences. To our best knowledge, there is no assembler designed for metatranscriptomic data.
Introduction
Studying the interaction of different microbes in an environmental sample is important for understanding the microbial world and its effect on the host. For example, the diversity of microbes in human gut was found to be related to common diseases such as Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) especially how they respond to different environmental changes. This question can be answered properly by sequencing the mRNAs existing in the sample, as they are highly related with the proteins produced by the microbes in the sample.
Traditional metatranscriptomic studies have been based on microarrays or cDNA (Booijink et al, 2010; Poretsky et al., 2005; Tartar et al., 2009 ) clone libraries. Microarrays (Parro et al., 2007) can detect the existence of some selected mRNA sequences in a sample, and their relative abundance can be roughly estimated by the signal of microarray. However, since the microarrays are designed for known mRNA sequences, those RNAs in the sample without reference sequences cannot be detected. Moreover, some signals of microarray may be noisy and the abundance of mRNA cannot be accurately estimated. cDNA clone libraries randomly select some mRNAs and convert them into cDNAs. Each cDNA will then be implanted in the genome of some host, say bacteria. By growing the host, multiple copies of the implanted cDNA can be obtained for analysis. However, constructing cDNA clone libraries is labour intensive, and the relative abundance of mRNAs will be biased, for example, if the protein encoded by the mRNA is toxic with respect to the host,.
With the help of high-throughput next-generation sequencing technology (NGS) (Bosch and Grody, 2008; Fullwood et al., 2009; Morozova and Marra, 2008; Petterssonet al., 2009) , biologists have overcome the limitation of the above methods by sequencing the mRNA sequences directly and collectively in a sample. Several metatranscriptomic studies using pyrosequencing technology (with read length about 400 bp) have been performed (Frias-Lopez et al., 2008; Gilbert et al., 2008; Poretsky et al., 2010; Urich et al., 2008) and have achieved promising results for soil samples (Urich et al., 2008) and marine samples (Frias-Lopez et al., 2008; Gilbert et al., 2008) . However, as the throughput of reads from pyrosequencing technology is low when compared with other NGS technology, e.g. Illumina (at least 100 times lower), sequencing mRNAs in a sample by NGS technology becomes a trend and this introduces a new computational problem.
The current Illumina sequencing technology can produce reads of length around 100 bp. Since the read length is short, reads cannot be aligned to known protein sequences or be annotated easily. Thus, an additional assembling step is required to combine reads to construct a longer sequence, called a contig, with length at least 300 bp for better alignment and annotation. Note that the sampled reads might still not be able to align to known gene sequences because either the mutation rate of microbes is high or the gene sequences of many microbes are still unknown (Eisen, 2007) . However, a longer sequence of mRNA will make the analysis easier.
To our best knowledge, there is no existing assembler specially designed for assembling reads from metatranscriptomic data. Existing assemblers for genomic data (Peng et al., 2012; Simpson, et al., 2009; Zerbino and Birney, 2008) , transcriptomic data (Peng et al, 2011b; Schulz et al., 2012) and metagenomic data (Peng et al, 2011a ) cannot be applied on the metatranscriptomic data because of the following reasons:
• Uneven sequencing depth. In genomic data, reads are sampled uniformly along a single genome. Thus, the number of reads sampled from each position is similar, i.e. the sequencing depth at each position is about the same. For transcriptomic data and metagenomic data, reads are sampled from a mixture of mRNAs and genomes respectively. Since the expression levels of genes vary and the abundances of species in a sample are different, the sequencing depth of different mRNAs (transcriptomic data) and genome (metagenomic data) can vary a lot (can be over 100 times different). However, this problem becomes more serious in metatranscriptomic data. Since the abundance ratios of different kinds of microbes in the sample are different (over 1,000 times difference (Qin et al., 2010) ) and the expression levels of different mRNA from the same kind of microbes also vary, the number of reads sampled from low expressed mRNA from microbe with low abundance ratio is much smaller that the number of reads sampled from high expressed mRNA from microbe with high abundance ratio (can be 100,000 times difference). Alignment of reads from mouse gut metatranscriptomic data (Xiong et al., 2012) to known mRNAs shows that the differences in the abundance can be over 20,000 times among mRNAs in the top 20 most abundant families in the sample. The abundances of these low abundance families cannot be estimated accurately as the numbers of reads aligned to these families are small. As a result, error reads sampled from high abundance mRNAs appear much more (70 times more (Xiong et al., 2012) ) than the correct reads sampled from low abundance mRNAs. Existing assemblers usually determine error reads based on their sampling rates based on an assumption that correct reads appear more than erroneous reads in the sample. Thus, shorter contigs or incorrect contigs are produced. MetaIDBA (Peng et al., 2011a ) designed for metagenomic data can resolve some of these problems based on the idea that there are not many similar patterns between two different genomes. However, MetaIDBA cannot work on metatranscriptomic data as the sequences of mRNAs contain many similar patterns as mentioned below. IDBA-UD (Peng et al., 2012 ) work on genomic data can solve part of the problem by considering local coverage of each contig and produce longer contigs. However, it produces many incorrect contigs among complicate repeat regions as the local coverage of repeat regions are much different from the other part.
• Repeat patterns occurring in different mRNAs. Repeat patterns in the genomes and mRNAs usually introduce ambiguity, which leads to very short contigs for existing assemblers. Compared with genomic and metagenomic data, there are much more repeat patterns in metatranscriptomic data.
Proteins with similar functionality, say proteins in the same family, usually have similar substructures and conserved patterns in the amino acid sequences (Glazer and Kechris, 2009 ). Thus, the mRNAs encoding proteins with similar functionality usually contain similar patterns even if they are from genomes of different microbes. As microbes in the same environment usually produce some proteins with similar functionality with respect to the environment, the number of repeat patterns in metatranscriptomic data is high. For example, Table 1 shows the number of repeats for different lengths in the bacteria gene sequences from the geneBank (Benson et al., 2000) of known sources (different versions of the same genes from the same bacteria have been removed before the analysis).
We can see that 24.53% of genes contain at least one repeat region with length at least 100 bp. Thus, these repeats cannot be resolved using length-100 reads. Because of the existence of repeat patterns, existing assemblers based on de Bruijn graph (Peng et al., 2011a; Peng et al., 2011b; Peng et al., 2012; Simpson et al., 2009; Zerbino and Birney, 2008) or string graph (Simpson and Durbin, 2010) construct a graph with many branches, which leads to short contigs. More seriously, when the repeat pattern occurs at the beginning of one mRNA and at the end of another mRNA (13.82% of genes contain a length-100 repeat near the end), existing assemblers may merge these two mRNAs incorrectly as a single chimeric contig. Figure 1 shows an example of a chimeric contig for mouse gut transcriptomic data (Xiong et al., 2012) . These kinds of chimeric contigs produced by existing assemblers will affect the annotation of mRNAs or be considered as mRNAs from fusion genes.
In order to solve the above problems, we introduce the algorithm IDBA-MT for assembling metatranscriptomic data. IDBA-MT applies IDBA-UD local coverage idea (Step 1) which can produce longer contigs for data with uneven sequencing depth. Although some chimeric contigs are produced also, IDBA-MT can determine chimeric contigs (Step 2) and resolve merged mRNAs using the k-mer multiplicity (local support) at each vertex and paired-end information (Step 3).
IDBA-MT constructs contigs in a similar fashion as IDBA-UD (Peng et al., 2012) using de Bruijn graph with multiple k. However, IDBA-MT will not consider all simple paths in the de Bruijn graph as a single mRNA. With the assumption that reads are sampled uniformly from each mRNA, the vertex supports along the contigs should be similar, even though each might differ a lot from each other because of the different abundance of each mRNA (we shall discuss later if this assumption is invalid). Thus, the mis-assembled chimeric contigs be identified from the abrupt change of vertex support along the contig.
A sudden increase (decrease) of support junction signals the start of a repeat region. If the insert distance of the paired-end reads is longer than the repeat region, IDBA-MT might be able to identify the repeat region and decompose the chimeric contig into two separate contigs with a common similar region by means of the paired-end information (Step 4). Note that if the reads are not sampled evenly (the assumption is invalid), there may exist false positive junctions (due to change of support) along the contig.
These false positive junctions can be easily identified if there exists two paired-end reads aligned to the contig with different end reads covering the junction. The uneven sequencing depth problem can also be alleviated. Some correct short dead-end paths with low support, called tips, which were removed in the error correction step can be recovered after the problem of chimeric contigs is solved (Step 5). The resolved contigs can then be further extended by reads that were considered as tips before. A workflow of IDBA-MT is shown in Figure 2 .
We have tested the performance of IDBA-MT on the contigs produced by Oases (Schulz et al., 2012) , Trinity (Grabherr et al., 2011) and IDBA-UD (Peng et al., 2012) based on simulated data. IDBA-MT can reduce the error rate (due to chimeric contigs) from 4.22%, 40.98%, 4.86% to 1.28% (in term of total length) when compared with Oases, Trinity and IDBA-UD respectively and with higher coverage 61.85% compared with 23.29%, 16.00% and 57.49% for Oases, Trinity and IDBA-UD respectively. For real biological data, IDBA-MT can also produce more correct contigs (in term of length) that can be aligned to known protein sequences.
Methodology
IDBA-MT is a program for assembling metatranscriptomic data. It applies a similar approach as IDBA-UD (Peng et al., 2012) for constructing a set of contigs using multiple k values (from k min to k max ) and local assembling technique. These contigs will then be mapped to a path in the de Bruijn graph with k min . Note that this path might not be simple and contains many branches. For each contig, a set of potential wrong merging junctions will be detected based on the support of vertices in the de Bruijn graph.
False positive junctions will be determined using paired-end information. Repeat regions are then determined based on the positions of junctions and the contigs will be broken down into shorter contigs.
These shorter contigs will be further extended into some dead-end branches (tips) based on some low coverage reads treated as erroneous before. In this section, we will describe these four steps in details.
Construct potential contigs using IDBA-UD
Similar to IDBA-UD (Peng et al., 2012) , IDBA-MT starts with a de Bruijn graph using a small k value, i.e. each vertex represents a length-k substring (k-mer) in the read and there is an edge from vertex u to v if the length-(k-1) suffix of u is the same as the length-(k-1) prefix of v and the k-mers u and v appear consecutively in a read. Short dead-end branches (tips) are removed, similar paths are merged (merging bubbles) and some repeats are solved by local assembling technique. Short contigs are constructed from each simple path. These short contigs and all input reads will then be used to construct de Bruijn graph with larger k value for constructing longer contigs.
However, since the lengths of mRNAs are much shorter than a chromosome, instead of using a large threshold (2k) for removing tips, IDBA-MT uses a smaller threshold (k) for removing tips. Note that since IDBA-UD removes tips at each iteration, although the different between the two thresholds are small, the accumulate effect is large after many iterations (e.g. k value ranges from k min = 20 to k max = 100). IDBA-MT also applies a lower threshold when using paired-end information (only one paired-end read is needed as support for connecting two contigs). Using a low threshold may lead to longer contig with more error (chimeric contigs) in normal situation. However, since IDBA-MT will break the chimeric contig in the next few steps, IDBA-MT prefers to produce longer contig in the first step even many of them may be chimeric contigs.
Detect potential wrong merging junctions
Although IDBA-UD produces fewer chimeric contigs than other existing assemblers, it still produces some chimeric contigs especially IDBA-MT applies a lower thresholds for tips and paired-end reads. In order to detect wrong merging junctions alone a contig (a junction represent the starting or ending position of a repeat region), input reads should be aligned to the contigs and the number of reads aligned at each position can be determined. Junctions can be determined when the number of aligned reads at two adjacent positions differ a lot (higher than some threshold). However, as there are errors in reads, substitution errors should be allowed when aligning reads to contigs. These substitution errors introduced problem as a read sampled from repeat regions of an mRNA may align cross over a junction and affects the number of reads covering the junction. Figure 3 gives an example of wrongly aligned reads across a junction. The junction should be between position 8 and 9. However, as substitution error is allowed, there are three reads start with "CAACT" aligned across the junction.
In order to detect the junction more accurate, all contigs are mapped back to the de Bruijn graph with k = k min , i.e. each contig is represented by a path in the de Bruijn graph. Based on the assumption that kmers in the repeat regions are sampled more than k-mers in unique regions, boundary of repeat regions (potential junctions) can be detected if the multiplicity of two adjacent vertices (k-mers) is larger than one standards deviation of coverage of the contig. For example in Figure 3 , the multiplicity of the 5-mer "CACTA" start at position 8 is 3 while the multiplicity of the 5-mer "ACTAG" start at position 9 is 7, there is a potential junction between position 8 and 9 of the contigs (between the 5-mer "CACTA" and "ACTAG" in the de Bruijn graph).
Determine repeat regions
Every paired-end read should be sampled from the same mRNA. Consider the paired-end reads sampled along a true positive contig. For any position, there should be both first end and second end reads aligned unless the position is at the ends of the contigs. Here, the definition of first end and second end are based on the position of reads aligned to the contigs instead of the sequencing order. If there is a position in the middle of a contig such that only first (second) ends of paired-end reads can be aligned, there should be repeat region before (after) that position. Figure 4 shows an example of a junction that only second end reads aligned. Thus, the starting and ending positions of the repeat region can be determined near the junctions.
When the sequencing depth of an mRNA is low, some positions may have only first or second end reads aligned. These positions with low sampling rate may mislead IDBA-MT when determining repeat regions. Thus, we should calculate the probability that only one end of paired-end reads aligned at a particular positions by random. If this probability is low (say < 5%), we could assume there is a repeat region nearby with high confident.
For simplicity, we assume the read length is l and the insert distance is exactly d without error. The calculation can be extended easily when the read length varies (because of sequencing quality) and the insert distance following normal distribution with mean distance d and standard deviation σ. By considering p rand < 5%, we can calculate the minimum support q for determining repeat region near position i.
Decomposing chimeric contig based on repeat region
Consider a contig with exactly two junctions which divide the contig into three regions A, B and C, where A is the region before the first junction, B is the region between the two junctions and C is the region after the second junction. B is a repeat region and the contig should be broken down into two shorter contigs. On contig is the concatenation of region A and B and the other is the catenation of region B and C. Thus, the corresponding path in the de Bruijn graph should be divided into two paths with two copies of paths corresponding to region B. The end of the region A path should be connected to the start of the region B path. The end of the region B path should be connected to the start of the region C path (Figure 2) . If there are multiple repeat regions in the contig, the above step can be performed for each repeat region.
Extending contig
After dividing the de Bruijn graph, some of the removed tip (branches with relative low coverage) may become part of the simple path again. The broken contig can be extended further along to these tips.
Experimental result
We evaluated the assembler Oases (Schulz et al., 2012) , Trinity (Grabherr et al., 2011) , IDBA-UD (Peng et al., 2012) and IDBA-MT on a real dataset from mouse gut (Xiong et al., 2012) and three simulated datasets generated from known bacteria gene sequences obtained from genBank (Benson et al, 2000) . Oases, Trinity and IDBA-UD are designed for assembling transcriptomic data based on constructing a de Bruijn graph. A simple path in the graph with no branches (vertex with in-degree or out-degree larger than one) represents a contig. All these algorithms employ different procedures for removing branches due to errors, such as removing tips, merging bubbles, etc. However, as the de Bruijn graph for metatranscriptomic data contains many branches, these procedures may not be able to remove some of the erroneous branches or may remove some correct branches and then lead to chimeric contigs.
Trinity has a butterfly procedure for handing alternative splicing, but this butterfly procedure in Trinity might not be helpful for our bacteria datasets as bacteria seldom have alternative splicing.
Simulated Data
We downloaded all bacteria gene sequences from the genBank (Benson et al, 2000) . with known sources. However, since the same genes from the same species (same or different strains) may be recorded several times, these duplicated sequences are removed and only one version is kept. As a result, we obtained 94,827 gene sequences. Among these sequences, many of them share similar regions to different extents, i.e. two different genes from the same species or different species share some similar patterns. Among them, there are 658 sequences share at least half of the sequences with other gene sequences. We generate the simulated dataset based on these gene (mRNA) sequences. We target for these sequences because the problem of generating chimeric contigs is more serious for reads sampled from these sequences, and the problem of generating chimeric contigs by different assemblers can be evaluated directly.
For each dataset, we randomly picked length-75 bp paired-end reads from the sequences with 1% sequencing error. The mean insert distance of the paired-end reads are 200 bp with standard derivation of 10 bp. We generate three datasets with different numbers of randomly picked sequences and abundance ratios.
The assemblers are tested on these sampled reads. We determine if a contig is correctly assembled by aligning it to the mRNA sequences using blat (Kent, 2002) with at least 95% of the regions of a contig aligned to the mRNA sequence. Otherwise, it is considered as wrong. Those positions of mRNA sequences aligned by a correct contig are considered as covered by the contig and the coverage of a set of mRNA sequences is the percentage of positions covered by the set of correct contigs. Oases and IDBA-UD use paired-end reads for merging contigs to form scaffolds. However, as their procedures for forming scaffolds are not designed for metatranscriptomic data, the error rates of the scaffolds are several times higher than those of the contigs. Thus, we only compare the contigs performance produced by the assemblers.
Simulated Data with extreme abundance ratios
A total of 120 mRNA sequences are randomly picked and reads are sampled from the sequences with 20 sequences having sequencing depth 1000x and the rest 100 sequences having sequencing depth 3x.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2 .
Since the abundance ratios of 20 mRNA sequences are much higher than the other sequences, Both
Oases and IDBA-UD can assemble the reads sampled from high abundance mRNAs quite well. However, for those mRNA with low abundance ratios, only IDBA-UD can assemble a small portion of them. Thus, the coverages of the contigs produced by both algorithms are lower than 30%. Trinity does not perform well in this dataset because it merges several contigs into longer chimeric contigs. This problem becomes less serious when there are more mRNAs in the sample with similar abundances that introduce branches in the de Bruijn graph and prevent Trinity from merging contigs. Thus, Trinity has low error rate for the dataset mentioned in Section 3.3 (Tables 3). IDBA-MT can determine wrong merging junctions in the contigs and break them down into correct contigs (long enough for protein annotation). Thus, it has the highest coverage (39.63%) and the lowest error rate (1.28%). The average length of the contigs is 462 bp, which is also longer than the contigs produced by other assemblers.
Simulated Data with similar abundance ratios
Reads are sampled from all 658 gene sequences having long repeats with sequencing depth 3x.
Compared with the dataset in Section 3.3.2, the coverages of contigs produced by all assemblers increase (Table 3) . It is because the sequencing depths of genes are similar and the assemblers will not treat reads sampled from low abundance mRNAs as erroneous.
Although all assemblers perform well in this ideal situation, IDBA-MT still produces the most correct contigs when compared to these assemblers. It has the highest coverage (61.85%) and the second lowest error rate (5.50%) among all assemblers. Oasis has the lowest error rate (5.17%) but it produces much shorter contigs (average length = 175 bp) than IDBA-MT (average length = 280 bp) and has much lower coverage (23.29%) than IDBA-UD (61.85%). The lengths of the contigs produced by Oases are too short for annotation. On the other hand, IDBA-UD produces the longest contig in this dataset and the average length of their contigs is the highest among all assemblers. It is because it applies multiple k value for filling in gaps and extends a contig even the support is low. However, long error contigs are produced too.
Among the contigs longer than 1,000 bp produced by IDBA-UD, 40% of them are incorrect. Moreover, since contigs with length longer than 300 bp can be annotated well, although IDBA-MT break the three long correct contigs into shorter contigs of length 500 bp to 700bp, these shorter contigs are correct and can be annotated. It may not worth to produce longer contigs with some of them are incorrect chimeric contigs.
Simulated Data with mixture of abundance ratios
In real situation, the abundance ratios of different mRNAs are not in two extremes or almost the same.
Instead, the abundance ratios of mRNAs vary continuously from high to low abundance ratio. Thus, we generate a more realistic dataset with the abundance ratios of mRNAs vary from 1000x to 3x following the power law (number of mRNAs with a certain abundance is directly proportional to the negative of abundance ratio).
Compared with the datasets in 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, the contigs produced by IDBA-UD and Trinity contain more errors as the reads sampled from low abundance mRNAs act as noise for the high abundance mRNAs. Moreover, this noise cannot be distinguished from the reads sampled from high abundance mRNAs because there is a mixture of mRNAs with different abundances. As a result, IDBA-UD, Trinity and IDBA-MT have lower coverages than the dataset in 3.3.3.
For these datasets, IDBA-MT still has the highest coverage (58.20%) and the second lowest error rate (5.31%) among all assemblers (Table 4) . Again, Oases achieves the lowest error rate (4.14%) but produces shorter contigs (average length = 194 bp) than IDBA-MT (average length = 317 bp) and has lower coverage (31.00%) than IDBA-MT (58.12%). IDBA-UD produced longer contigs in average.
However, similar as Section 3.3, IDBA-UD produces longer contigs with more error. The longest and second longest sequences produced by IDBA-UD are incorrect and the length of the rest contigs do not differs a lot.
Real data on mouse gut
Xiong et al. (Xiong et al., 2012) isolated RNAs from the lumen of the cecum and colon of 4 mice at 12 weeks old. Paired-end reads were generated using Illumina sequencing technology. The read length is about 75 bp and the insert distance is about 300 bp. Since the number of paired-end reads generated for each sample is small, we merges all paired-end reads in the sample and compare the assembly results from Oases, Trinity, IDBA-UD and IDBA-MT (Table 5 ).
Since there is no reference mRNAs for verification, we align the contigs to known protein sequences using Blastx with default parameters. A contig is considered "correct" if at least 90% of the contig sequence can be aligned to a single known protein. Since Oasis produces very short contigs, many of them cannot be aligned to known proteins. Thus, the number of correct contigs is small. Trinity can construct longer contigs than Oasis. More contigs can be aligned to known protein. IDBA-UD and IDBA-MT, which both apply local support and paired-end information and have similar performance, can assemble longer and more correct contigs than Oases and Trinity. Note that contigs cannot be aligned to known protein sequences may not be false positive as there are many unknown proteins. Figure 5 shows an example of a chimeric contig produced by IDBA-UD. The whole contig cannot be aligned to any known protein sequences. However, the last 300 bp of the sequences can be aligned to a hypothetical protein predicted from the genome of Wolinella succinogenes DSM 1740. IDBA-MT can detect this chimeric contig and decompose it into two shorter contigs with the second one aligned to this hypothetical protein. Although IDBA-UD produces 22 longer contigs than IDBA-MT (IDBA-MT resolve the potential repeat regions in these contigs), alignment with known protein sequences shown that in all cases, when a contigs produced by IDBA-UD broken into 2 or more contigs by IDBA-MT, at least one of short contigs can be aligned to the known protein sequences better (in term of both the proportion of alignment length and alignment score). It may reflect that IDBA-UD produce more chimeric contigs than IDBA-MT.
Conclusions and future works
Next-generation sequencing technology provides a great opportunity for analyzing metatranscriptomic data. However, to our best knowledge, no assembler works well on metatranscriptomic data. Existing assemblers for genomic data, transcriptome data and metagenomic data produce many chimeric contigs when work with metatranscriptomic data. We have introduced a software tool called IDBA-MT, which can assemble metatranscriptomic datasets with much lower error rate than existing assemblers.
However, when the number of repeat regions in the mRNAs increases or the abundances of most of the mRNAs are very low, all assemblers, including IDBA-MT, do not perform well. Our next target is to improve this assembly tool for datasets with very high sequencing depth.
